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Combination of comprehensive investigations of the spin-lattice relaxation rate of proton and low temperature
15N-CP/MAS NMR spectrum provides unique information of proton dynamics in two interacting NHO hydro-
gen bonds of solid N,N'-di(2-hydroxy-1-naphthylmethylene)-p-phenylenediamine (DNP). It was evidenced
from the 1H-NMR relaxation measurement that tunneling mechanism operates for the proton transfer in the
hydrogen bonds. The tunneling phenomenon is closely related to the very small energy differences among the
four tautomeric states accompanied with the proton transfer in the two NHO hydrogen bonds. The very small
values of the energy difference, in spite of the chemically asymmetric NHO hydrogen bond, were revealed by
the 15N-CP/MAS NMR spectrum. This is a unique character of solid DNP. It was also suggested from the de-
rived energy scheme of the four tautomers and activation energies of the proton transfer that an interaction ex-
ists between the two NHO hydrogen bonds linked byp-electronic molecular frame. This means that the infor-
mation of one NHO hydrogen bond, i.e. OH-form or NH-form, propagates to the other hydrogen bond and
the proton transfer in the first hydrogen bond induces the change of the potential function for the proton

transfer in the second hydrogen bond.

1. Introduction

Salicylideneaniline derivatives have attracted consider-
able attention because of their thermochromic or photo-
chromic properties [1]. The mechanism of these processes
has been assigned to proton transfer processes in the
NHO hydrogen bonds of these molecules [2]. As these
bonds are part of an electronically quasi-conjugated net-
work, proton transfer between oxygen and nitrogen in-
duces a change of the electronic state i.e. to a color
change.

Particularly interesting is the case of salicylideneaniline
derivatives exhibiting two NHO proton transfer units
which interact through the quasi-p-conjugated network. In
these cases, proton transfer from oxygen to nitrogen atom
in one hydrogen bond giving rise to a change of the local
electronic structure can also change the potential for the
proton motion in the second NHO-bond as depicted sche-
matically in Fig. 1. Depending on a number of parameters
such as molecular structure, crystal structure and tempera-
ture the proton transfer may occur either by ground state
or vibrationally assisted tunneling through the barrier or
may proceed over the barrier. Correlated double proton
transfers in NHN hydrogen bonds have also been
observed in a number of other dyes using liquid [3] and
solid state [4, 5] NMR spectroscopy, where these
processes are, however, not associated with color changes
as the electronic properties of the various tautomers are
very similar. The present solid state NMR study of the

title compound N,N'-di(2-hydroxy-1-naphthylmethylene)-
p-phenylenediamine (DNP, Fig. 2) exhibiting two interact-
ing NHO-proton transfer units was, therefore, performed
because of the following reasons. Firstly, such systems
are interesting models for the study of the interacted tun-
neling and classical motion of two protons in different
parts of a molecule. Secondly, the understanding of these
systems may help to construct new materials exhibiting
interesting electronic properties based on the proton mo-
tion.

As indicated in Fig. 2, the NHO hydrogen bonds of
DNP are not linear but slightly bent, where the N� � �O
distance is remarkably short, i.e.R(N � � �O)=0.2537 nm
[6]. The difference Fourier map determined by X-ray dif-
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Fig. 1
Schematicview of interactinghydrogenbonds.Information of one
hydrogenbondpropagatesto the otherhydrogenbond



fraction at room temperature indicates considerable delo-
calization of proton in the NHO hydrogenbonds and the
proton transferseems to occur in this crystal. Near-edge
X-ray absorption fine structure(NEXAFS) spectroscopy
at the N K- andO K-edgesandX-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) in the N1s andO1sregionsalsoindicated
the existenceof both OH and NH forms of the hydrogen
bond [7]. Thus, the DNP crystal is a good candidate for
investigatingpreciselythe dynamics of the proton transfer
and the possibleinteraction betweenthe hydrogenbonds.
The proton transfer dynamics was investigated by the
measurementsof relaxationrateof 1H-NMR and 15N-CP/
MAS NMR techniques.Preliminary resultof the 15N-CP/
MAS NMR hasbeen published [8]. In this paper the pre-
cise discussions are presented from the combination of
the relaxation rate of 1H-NMR and the chemical shift of
15N-CP/MAS NMR.

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

The methods of preparation of the material and the
crystal structurehave beenreported [6]. Doubly 15N la-
beledDNP wasprepared by condensation of 15N2-p-phen-
ylenediaminewith 2-hydroxy-1-naphthylaldehyde[8].

2.2 15N-CP/MAS NMR Measurement at Very Low
Temperatures

15N-CP/MAS NMR spectrum of DNP was measured
with different two spectrometers. In Berlin the 15N-CP/
MAS NMR measurements were performed between
130K and400K at the resonance frequencyof 9.12MHz
for 15N [8].

The 15N chemical shift at very low temperaturewas
measured with Bruker DSX 400 spectrometer equipped
with a low temperatureCP/MAS NMR probe(Doty Pen-
guin probe) at Institute for Molecular Science (IMS),
Okazaki, Japan. Sample spinning rate was between2.0
and 3.7 kHz and more than2 kHz wasachieved at 26 K.
Driving and bearing gas was helium gas which was di-
rectly suppliedfrom the liquid helium vesselto the CP/
MAS probe with maintaining manually the pressure at
ca.0.3 bar. The temperaturewas controlledautomatically.
After the temperaturebecamestableat the setpoint, time
period of ca.30 minuteswastakento establish the homo-
geneous temperature around the sample.This procedure
avoided the artificial hysteresis of the chemical shift
between the measurements in the direction of decreasing
andincreasing temperature.Fluctuationof the temperature
was less than ±2 K for eachset temperature.The ther-
mometer of the Penguin probe was not calibrated by
NMR method, since no appropriate reference material is
known. As we discussin the next section, the plot of all
the datashowedno apparent gapbetweenthe shift values
measured with the two NMR probes.Other experimental
conditions for Penguinprobe are 40.55MHz resonance
frequency for 15N, 15ls p/2-pulse, 2 ms CP time, 1 (26
K) to 80 (306 K) scanson average and8 to 300 s for re-
petition time. The chemicalshift was measuredfrom the
solid 15NH4Cl (95% 15N enriched). The chemicalshift of
15NH4Cl is located at –341.2 ppm from liquid nitro-
methane [9]. For the experiment with low temperature
CP/MAS probe, 15N-glycine (–347.5 ppm from liquid
nitromethane)wasusedasan internalreference.

2.3 1H-NMR Relaxation Measurement

The pulverized specimen was dried undervacuumand
was sealed-off into glass ampul with helium gas of
20 mmHg for the heat exchange. The spin-lattice relaxa-
tion rateT1

–1 of proton was determinedby p/2-train-s-p/2
pulse sequence at resonance frequencies of 18 and
37 MHz. The temperature was kept constant within
±0.2K for each set temperatureand was measured by
calibrated Chromel-p-constantane and Au(Fe)-chromel
thermocouples.

3. Experimental Results

3.1 15N-CP/MAS NMR

Isotropic shift of 15N-CP/MAS spectrum of DNP ap-
pearedat 183 ppm at 306 K andthe peakstrongly shifted
toward the lower field 233 ppm (calibratedvaluesas de-
scribed later) when the temperature was decreased to
26 K as depicted in Fig. 3. The isotropic shift wasdistin-
guishedfrom the spinning side bandsby use of several
spinning speeds as usual. The observed value 233 ppm
for 15N at lowest temperatureis almost compatible with
the non-protonated sp2 nitrogenatom [10–12], indicating
that the OH-form is morestablethanthe NH-form for the
hydrogen bonds.
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Fig. 2
Structureof DNP molecule.Insert is the differencesynthesisof the
electrondistributiondeterminedby X-ray diffraction experiment[6],
showing the delocalizationof the hydrogenatom in the hydrogen
bond



Unfortunately, the NMR lines of every sample mea-
suredwith the Penguinprobeexhibited artificial low field
shift effectdueto paramagnetismof amaterialusedfor con-
structing the probe.Thusthe chemicalshift datawerecor-
rectedin the low temperatureregion. The low field shift

wascalibratedby usingtheshift of 79Br spectrumof pulver-
izedKBr sampleunder thesameexperimentalconditionsas
thosefor DNP. The observed chemical shift of the 79Br
obeys a trial function, d (79Br)=10.73+439.9/T–6.07×10–

2×T+7.09×10–5×T2 ppm as shown in Fig. 4, where raw
dataof the shifts d (79Br) of KBr andd (15N) of DNP were
setto 0 ppmat306K andT is theabsolutetemperature.The
second term +439.9/T ppm, which dominates at very low
temperature,is not expectedfor thediamagneticKBr sam-
ple andwasassumedto a contribution from a paramagnetic
material of the Penguinprobe. Magnetizationof the para-
magnetic material, which obeysCurie law, induces addi-
tional magneticfield at the sampleposition. Thuswe sub-
tracted the term of Curie law (+439.9/T ppm) from the
raw dataof the chemical shift of 15N-DNP in ppm scale
andobtained the correctedshift (Fig. 5). The thermometer
of the Penguin probe was not calibrated as describedin
the experimental section. However, the plot of all data
showedno apparentgapbetween theshift valuesmeasured
with the Penguin probeat IMS Japanand thosewith the
probeequippedwith the precisely calibrated thermometer
in Berlin as shown in Fig. 5. Thus we used theseshift
values for an estimate of the set of energy differences
amongthe tautomers. It is noted that the chemical shift
varies largely below 100K, suggesting the very small
valuesof the energy differences.

3.2 1H-NMR Relaxation

The magnetization recovery curve was describedby a
singleexponential function for all temperatureswithin ex-
perimental error. Thus, the spin temperatureis established
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Fig. 3
15N-CP/MAS NMR spectraof DNP measuredwith Bruker DSX 400
spectrometerand Doty PenguinProbe.The chemicalshift was mea-
suredfrom 15N-enrichedNH4Cl. 15N-enrichedglycine was usedas
an internal reference.The isotropic chemical shift was identified
from the spinningsidebandsby usingdifferentspinningratesand is
indicated by iso. The chemical shift was corrected(see into text,
Sect. (3.1)). Small shoulder, which appearedabove224 K, was at-
tributedto artificial origin, sincethe spectrummeasuredwith Bruker
CP/MAS probeat room temperatureshowedno shoulder

Fig. 4
Temperaturedependenceof the shift of 15N of DNP and of 79Br of
KBr measuredwith Doty Penguinprobe.The shift valuesare set to
zeroat 306 K. Solid curveis the bestfit for the shift of 79Br of KBr,
showing the trial function that d (79Br)=10.73+439.9/T–6.07×10–2

×T+7.09×10–5×T2 ppm. Broken curve is the secondterm +439.9/T
ppm which wasattributed to the shift inducedby paramagnetismof
the probe,while chainedcurve representsthe contributionof other
termsof the abovetrial function

Fig. 5
Temperaturedependenceof 15N chemicalshift of DNP. &, raw data
measuredwith Doty Penguinprobe;*, calibratedvaluesof & (see
into text, Sect. (3.1)); *, measuredin Berlin with CP/MAS probe
for conventionaltemperatureregion.Solid curve is the resultof cal-
culation basedon the best compromisebetween15N chemicalshift
and T–1

1 of proton and the parametersare listed in the final column
of Table1. The shift wasmeasuredfrom 15N-enrichedNH4Cl



between the proton in the hydrogenbond and other pro-
tonspresentin the crystal. The dynamics of proton in the
hydrogen bond can be directly determined from the ob-
served T1

–1 curve. The temperature dependenceof the
spin-lattice relaxation rate T1

–1 of proton of DNP at 18
and37 MHz is shownin Fig. 6, in which two maxima of
T1

–1 appearednear 25 and 200 K. Both maximawere as-
signedto the transfermotion of protons in the NHO hy-
drogen bonds.The observed frequencydependenceof T1

–1

can not be explained by classical motion of proton and
the slopeof T1

–1 is very small. Theseresults suggest the
quantum mechanicaltunneling of proton in the unequal
double minimum potentials. This point is considered for
the following model.

4. Model of Proton Transfer Dynamics in a Couple
of Asymmetric NHO HydrogenBonds

In this section we constructa model for the analysisof
temperature dependenceof 15N chemical shift and 1H-
NMR relaxation rateT1

–1.
The combination of the two possible forms, the OH

andNH forms,of the two hydrogen bonds in a DNP mol-
eculemay lead to four tautomericforms, i.e. {OH, OH},
{OH, NH}, {NH, OH} and {NH, NH}, which are num-
beredI through IV in order as shown in Fig. 7. Two of
the four tautomers,{OH, NH}, and {NH, OH} are prob-
ably the sameor very closely locatedin energy even in
the solid state, since a crystallographical inversion sym-
metry exists at the centerof the molecule [6]. The differ-
ential Fourier mapof X-ray diffraction indicatesthe delo-
calization of proton and slightly large population for the
OH form [6]. The OH form is more stablestate than the

NH form, which is consistentwith the observation of the
chemical shift of 15N describedabove. The modelof pro-
ton transferdynamicsgiven in Fig. 7 is, therefore, em-
ployed. In this model, the two tautomers,{OH, NH} and
{NH, OH} are assumed to be degeneratein energy, and
there are three energetically different states. The proton
dynamics in DNP canbe expressed by two kinds of reac-
tion coordinatesu1 and u2 asshown in Fig. 7. The figure
depicts a doubleminimum potentialfor eachreactionco-
ordinate together with tunneling rates,k1 andk2, andclas-
sical jumping rates, a and b. The proton tunneling in
DNP is a similar phenomenon to that in carboxylic acid
dimers and we employed the phonon-assistedtunneling
modelproposedby SkinnerandTrommsdorff [13].

4.1 Temperature Dependenceof the 15N Chemical Shift

A single and sharpsignalwasobserved for DNP in all
temperatureregion investigated as described in Sect.3.1.
The exchangerate is much larger than the differenceof
the chemical shifts of four tautomers. In this case the
averaged shift davd for eachof the two nitrogen is given
by,

davd � dI xI � dII xII � dIII xIII � dIV xIV ; �1�

where

xI � xII � xIII � xIV � 1 : �2�

The quantities di and xi (i = I through IV) are the chemical
shift and relative populations for the different tautomersI
through IV shown in Fig. 7. Supposingthat OH- and
NH-form of the hydrogen bond respectively give the
sameshift evenin the different tautomers,we obtain,

d �A�avd � dOH xI � dOH xII � dNH xIII � dNH xIV �3�

and

d �B�avd � dOH xI � dNH xII � dNH xIII � dOH xIV ; �4�

respectively, for the two nitrogen atomsNA (right hand
sideof the moleculein Fig. 7) and NB (left handside) in
a molecule. X-ray diffraction experiment indicated the in-
version symmetry to exist at the centerof the molecule,
suggesting that two of the four tautomersII and IV are
equivalent or very closely locatedin energy. We also as-
sumethat xII =xIV and dII =dIV both for the OH-form and
NH-form for the simplicity. Then following relation can
be obtainedfor the shift of the observed signal, dobs,

dobs � d �A�avd � d �B�avd

� dOH xI � �dOH � dNH� xII � dNH xIII

� dOH �1� eÿD1=RT � � dNH eÿD1=RT �1� eÿD2=RT �
1� eÿD1=RT �2� eÿD2=RT �

(5)
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Fig. 6
Temperaturedependenceof the spin-latticerelaxationrate of proton
of DNP:*, measuredat 18 MHz; *, at 37 MHz. Solid andbroken
curvesin bold type arethe resultsof calculationfor 18 and37 MHz,
respectively, basedon the best compromisebetweenT–1

1 of proton
and 15N chemical shift and the dynamic parametersobtainedare
listed in the final column of Table 1. Dotted (18 MHz) and chained
(37 MHz) fine curvesare the best independentfit to T–1

1 of proton
(seeinto text, Sect.(5), andthird columnof Table1)



where D1 and D2 are the energy differences betweenI
and II (IV) and betweenII (IV) and III, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 7. The notation of OH-form corresponds to
non-protonatedsp2 nitrogen atom of which the intrinsic
chemical shift is designatedasdOH, while NH-form corre-
spondsto sp3 nitrogen atom and the intrinsic chemical
shift is designated by dNH.

4.2 Derivation of the Formula of T 1
–1 for the Four-Site

Exchange in Unequal Potential Wells

The spin-lattice relaxation of the proton in the hydro-
gen bond is dominatedby the dipole interaction between
the proton (I spin) and 14N nucleus (S spin), becausethe
distance betweenH and N in the hydrogenbond is very
short compared with the distancesbetweenthe proton in
the hydrogenbond and other protonspresentin the crys-
tal. The spin-lattice relaxation formula for the proton dy-
namics in the unequal potential wells is derived from the
general expressionof the spin relaxation[14–20]. Details
of the formulation are describedin Appendix in the last
section of this paper.

The spin-lattice relaxation rate of proton (I spin) is
given by,

Tÿ1
1 �II� � m � c2

N c2
H � S �S�1� �

X3

l�1

Al;HN � B�1�II �sl� ; �6�

herethe function B(1)(sl) is the powerspectrum for unlike
spinsandis described by [21, 22]

B
�1�
II �sl� � J �sl;xH ÿ xN� � 3 J �sl;xH�

� 6 J �sl;xH � xN� �7�
and

J �s;x� � s=�1� s2 x2� : �8�

The coefficient m in Eq. (6) denotes the fraction of the
proton spins that directly relax due to the motion among
all the proton spins present in the crystal. The value m
equals 2/20 for DNP. S is the nuclearspin of 14N (S=1).
Notations xH andxN are the Larmor frequencies of the
protonand14N, respectively. Herewe neglectedthe effect
of nuclearquadrupole splitting of 14N. The detailed deri-
vation of Eq. (6) and expression of the coefficients Al, HN

are presentedin Appendix (the coefficient Al, HN is repre-
sented by Al in Appendix for generalities).

Therearethreekinds of relaxationcorrelation times, s1,
s2 and s3, all of which are functions of classicaljumping
rates(a, b, a' and b'), tunneling rates(k1, k2, k1' and k2' ),
andpopulationdifferences(P, Q),

sÿ1
1 � PW1 �W2

sÿ1
2 �

1

2
f�P� 2�W1 � �2Q� 1�W2 � Sg

sÿ1
3 �

1

2
f�P� 2�W1 � �2Q� 1�W2 ÿ Sg �9�

where

P�exp �D1=RT�
Q�exp �D2=RT�
S�

����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
f�P�2�W1��2Q�1�W2g2ÿ8W1W2�PQ�2Q�1�

q
:

(10)

The transition rates(proton transferrates)from stableto
metastable state, W1 and W2, can be approximated by a
sum of classical jumping rates,a and b, and tunneling
rates,k1 andk2 [13],

W1 �a� k1

�for fOH;OHg ! fOH;NHg ;
fOH;OHg ! fNH;OHg�

W2 �b � k2

�for fOH;NHg ! fNH;NHg ;
fNH;OHg ! fNH;NHg� �11�

where

a � a0 exp �ÿA1=RT� ;
b � b0 exp �ÿA2=RT� ;
k1 � k10=fexp �D1=RT� ÿ 1g ;
k2 � k20=fexp �D2=RT� ÿ 1g : �12�

The reverse transferratesareexpressed asfollows,

W 0
1 � a0 � k01
�for fOH;NHg ! fOH;OHg ;

fNH;OHg ! fOH;OHg� ;
W 0

2 � b0 � k02
�for fNH;NHg ! fOH;NHg ;

fNH;NHg ! fNH;OHg� ; �13�
where

a0 � aP ;

b0 � bQ ;

k01 � k1P ;

k02 � k2Q : �14�

Relations in Eq. (14) satisfy the detailed balancecondi-
tion. The quantities A1 and A2 expressthe potential bar-
rier hight in the limit of classical approximation, whereas
they representthe activation energies in practice. The ori-
gin of the potentialbarrier for the proton transferin the
solid stateis closely related to what is the reaction coordi-
natefor the proton transfer motion in the hydrogenbond
in the solid state. The substanceof the observableactiva-
tion energy hasnot yet beenclaified but is being in dis-
cussion.
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The coefficient Al,HN is the structure-dependentterm of
the dipole interactionand the term which is a function of
the transition rate and the population differencesamong
the tautomers(Appendix). This coefficient was calculated
by using the structural parameters of the NHO hydrogen
bond.The distribution of hydrogenatom in the NHO hy-
drogen bond was found by X-ray diffraction experiment.
But the coordinate is not so precise that we can calculate
the dipole interactionaccurately. The value of Al, HN sensi-
tively depends on the shorterNH distance(rNH) and is
nearly proportional to rNH

–6 . Thus the shorterNH distance
was chosen to fit the observedT1

–1 maximumwithin the
rangeof experimental error of the X-ray diffraction. We
usedthe NH distanceof 0.159 nm for the OH form and
the angle of 58, which is determinedby the two N?H
vectorsof the OH and NH forms of the hydrogenbond.
The NH distanceof 0.110 or 0.113 nm was usedfor the
NH form depending on the fitting procedures(Table 1).
Theseparameters are consistent with the crystal structure
of DNP [6].

Before discussing the calculation of T1
–1 and the proton

transferdynamics in the DNP crystal, we shortly com-
ment the threekinds of correlation times of the spin re-
laxation given in Eq. (9). If we considerthe limiting case
that W1�W2, i.e. the proton transfer{OH, OH}↔{OH,
NH} and {OH, OH} ↔{NH , OH} are much faster than
{OH, NH} ↔{NH, NH} and{NH, OH} ↔{NH, NH}, the
correlation tims canbe approximatedby simpleforms,

sÿ1
1 � PW1

sÿ1
2 � �P� 2�W1

sÿ1
3 �

1

2
�2Q� 1�W2 : �15�

Thenthe following relation holds,

sÿ1
1 � sÿ1

2 � sÿ1
3 : �16�

Therefore two maxima of T1
–1 are separately observed in

this case.We usedthe original formula in Eq. (9) for the
correlation times to calculatethe T1

–1 of DNP.

5. Discussion

The energy differencesamong the tautomersof DNP,
D1 and D2, depicted in Fig. 7 were estimatedby least-
squaredfitt ing of Eq. (1) to the temperaturedependence
of the chemical shift of 15N plotted in Fig. 5. Freefitting
procedureleads to severalsets of four parameters, dOH,
dNH, D1 and D2. The corrected chemical shift seems to
converge at about 235 ppm in the low temperaturelimit.
Supposing that the intrinsic chemical shift of non-
protonated nitrogen atom dOH can be fixed to 235 ppm,
the best fitting gave the energy differences,D1=1.4 kJ/
mole and D2=0.3 kJ/mole, and the chemical shift of
protonated nitrogen atom dNH =107 ppm [8]. The fitt ing
error is 0.1kJ/mol for D1 andD2 and2 ppm for dNH. It is
noteworthy that the energy differences among the
tautomers of DNP are very small in spite of the fact that
the tautomerism is accompaniedwith the proton transfer
in the chemically asymmetric NHO hydrogenbonds.For
most of compounds with NHO hydrogen bondsreported
hitherto, the hydrogen atom is strongly trapped at the
oxygen atom site. The very small energy difference
between the OH- andNH-form of the hydrogenbond is a
remarkable property of DNP molecule in the crystalline
state.
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Table1
Parametersof protontransferin the hydrogenbondof DNP for the calculationsof the chemicalshift of 15N andthe spin-latticerelaxationrate
of proton

15N-Chemicalshift
(bestindependentfit)

1H-Relaxation
(bestindependentfit)

1H-Relaxationand
15N-Chemicalshift (bestcompromise)

Energy difference D1 1.4 kJ/mol 0.4 kJ/mol 0.75kJ/mol
D2 0.3 kJ/mol 0.9 kJ/mol 1.5 kJ/mol

Activation energy A1 – 2 kJ/mol 2 kJ/mol
A2 – 10 kJ/mol 8 kJ/mol

Classicalrate a0 – 4×1011 s–1 1×1011 s–1

b0 – 1×109 s–1 1×109 s–1

Tunneling k10 – 1.1×109 s–1 3.0×108 s–1

k20 – 9.0×107 s–1 1.0×108 s–1

NH distancea) OH-form – 0.159nm 0.159nm
NH-form – 0.113 nm 0.110 nm

15N Chemicalshiftb) OH-form 235 ppm 271 ppm 246 ppm
NH-form 107 ppm 73 ppm 87 ppm

a) The distributionof hydrogenatomin the NHO hydrogenbondwasfound by X-ray diffractionexperiment.But the coordinateis not so pre-
cise that we cancalculatethe dipole interactionaccurately. The shorterNH distancewaschosento fit the observedT–1

1 maximumwithin the
experimentalerrorof the X-ray diffraction.
b) 15N chemicalshift wasmeasuredfrom 15N-NH4Cl. The chemicalshift of 15N-NH4Cl is locatedat –341.15ppm from liquid nitromethane.



Calculation of T1
–1 of proton by Eqs. (6) through (14)

gave a good fitting to the observed temperatureand fre-
quencydependence.It wasconcludedthat the broadmax-
imum of T1

–1 near25 K is mainly inducedby the transi-
tions {OH, OH}↔{OH, NH} and {OH, OH}↔{NH,
OH}, while the maximum of T1

–1 near200 K is induced
by the transitions {OH, NH} ↔{NH, NH} and {NH,
OH}↔{NH, NH}. The best fitt ing for the T1

–1 of proton
is shown by dotted and chainedfine curves for 18 and
37 MHz, respectively and the derived parameters of the
proton transfermotion are listed in the fourth column of
Table 1. The energy differencesof D1=0.4 kJ/mol and
D2=0.9 kJ/mol were obtained [23]. These values are
slightly different from thoseestimatedindependently from
the chemical shift of 15N, i.e. D1=1.4 kJ/mol and
D2=0.3kJ/mol. If we usethe latter valuesfor calculating
the T1

–1, the maximum of T1
–1 near25 K could never be

reproduced. It should be noticed that we employed the
models as simple as possibleboth for the analysisof the
chemical shift and for T1

–1. An additional mechanismof
the proton transfermotion, which was not taken into ac-
countat present, may leadto a setof common parameters
for better fittings of the theoretical curvesto the observed
protonT1

–1 and15N chemical shift. A possiblemechanism
is the direct exchangebetweenthe two equivalent tauto-
mers,II and IV, in Fig. 7. Sincethereis no energy differ-
encebetweenthe two tautomers,tunneling effect becomes
a driving force to induce the direct exchangebetween II
and IV. The direct exchangeprocess gives an additional
spin-latticerelaxationof proton, whereas this exchange in-
duces no effect on the temperature dependence of the
chemical shift of 15N. To includethe direct exchangepro-
cess,the number of adjustable parameters increases.Thus
we confine ourselvesat presentto the modelassimpleas
possible. Within the framework of the present model, the
energy schemeandthe parametersof the protondynamics
were determinedon the basisof compromise of the two
fittings for the protonT1

–1 and for the 15N chemical shift.
The result of the calculation of the temperature depen-
dence of the chemical shift of 15N is shownby the solid

curve in Fig. 5. The solid and the broken curvesin bold
type depict the calculations of T1

–1 of proton for 18 and
37 MHz, respectively, in Fig. 6. The commonparameters
usedaresummarizedin the final column of Table1.

The derived rate constants of proton tunneling in the
crystalline stateof DNP arecomparable to thosereported
for severalcarboxylic acid dimers in the solid state[13,
24–26]. It is interesting to comparethe two different sys-
tems.In the caseof carboxylic acid dimerssuchas ben-
zoic acid, the two proton tautomersare equivalentin the
isolated state, whereasthe proton is trappedin one of the
two configurations in the crystalline phasedue to the an-
isotropy of the crystalline field. A balance betweenthe
destabilization due to the moleculardeformation and the
stabilization due to the lattice energy determines the en-
ergy differencebetween the two tautomers.On the other
hand, it is considered for the molecule with the chemi-
cally asymmetric NHO hydrogen bonds that major part of
the energy differenceamong the tautomersis controlled
by the p-electron structure of the molecule.The NH-form
of the hydrogen bond of DNP is considerably stabilized
compared with other compound with NHO hydrogen
bonds. For example, N,N'-bis(salicylidene)-p-phenylene-
diamine (BSP) exhibited much larger energy differences
among the tautomers [8]. In addition to the remarkable
character of stabilization of the NH form of the hydrogen
bond in the solid DNP, the following result should be
noted.

The two activation energies A1 and A2 of proton trans-
fer in NHO hydrogenbondsof DNP aresignificantly dif-
ferent from eachother as shown in Table 1. This result
suggests a significant interactionbetween the two hydro-
genbonds in differentpart of a molecule. In the first pro-
cessshownin the lower part of Fig. 7, the proton in one
hydrogen bond transfers from the oxygen to the nitrogen
atom, during the other hydrogenbond is the “OH-form”.
The value of A1 is 2 kJ/mol. On the other hand, in the
second processshownin the upperpart of Fig. 7, the pro-
ton transferfrom the oxygen to the nitrogenatom, which
is the sameas in the first process,but in the secondpro-
cessthe otherhydrogenbond is the “NH-form”. This situ-
ation is different from the first process.The activation
energy A2 is almost8 kJ/mol, which is much larger than
A1 (=2 kJ/mol). The potential energy function of the
proton transfermotion in one hydrogenbond remarkably
depends on what is the form of the otherhydrogenbond,
i.e. OH- or NH-form. If there is no interactionbetween
the two protons in different parts of a molecule, the
energy valuesand the rate constantsfor the proton trans-
fer should never be different between the upper and the
lower processes in Fig. 7. This type of interaction be-
tweenthe hydrogenbonds is very interestingin the view-
point of information transfer. The information, i.e. OH-
form or NH-form, of one hydrogenbond propagatesto
the secondhydrogen bond and the potential function for
the proton transfer in the second hydrogen bond is
changed.
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Fig. 7
Elementaryprocessesof the tautomerismand a model of proton
transferin the hydrogenbondsof DNP
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Appendix

The formulation that we apply to the four-site exchangeprocess
in unequalpotential wells is basedon an equationof motion with
stochasticprobability that governsthe exchangeprocessesamongthe
allowed states.The numberof energetically nonequivalentstatesto
be takeninto accountis not limited in this treatmentandthe spin re-
laxationformulafor complicatedmulti-siteexchangeprocessesin un-
equalpotentialwells can be easily formulated.The formulation ne-
glectsthe so-called“cross correlationeffect” [27, 28] or “symmetry
restrictedspin diffusion” [29, 30] in spin relaxation.The crosscorre-
lation is important for symmetricallyarrangedmulti-spins such as
methyl group, ammoniumion, and methanemolecule,etc. On the
otherhand,the crosscorrelationeffect is not importantin the caseof
the hydrogen-bondedsystem.Thusthe presentformulationis correct.
The formalismwaspresentedby Prof. GenSodaof Institutefor Mo-
lecularScience,Japanat first. Only a part of his work waspublished
[16, 18–20], since he suddenlydied in 1980 before the full paper
was completed.In this appendixhis formalism is presentedparticu-
larly for the motion in unequalpotential wells in Sects.(A1) and
(A2). His manuscriptwas partially rearrangedfrom the viewpoint of
recentdevelopments.The formalismis appliedto our DNP systemin
Sect.(A3).

A.1 General Method for Formulating the Spin Relaxation
Induced by Molecular and Atomic Motions in Equal
and Unequal Potential Wells

For an isolateddipolar coupledtwo spins with I =1/2, the spin-
latticerelaxationrateis give by [31]

1

T1
� 9

4
c4 �h2 fJ�1� �x0� � J�2� �2x0�g ; (A1)

for like-spinandby

1

T I
1

� c2
I c

2
S �h2 S �S � 1�

�
�

1

12
J�0��xI ÿ xS� � 3

2
J�1��xI� � 3

4
J�2��xI � xS�

�
(A2)

for I spin coupledwith unlike-spin S [21]. In generalwe have to
considerthe coupledequationfor the spin relaxationin the caseof
dipolarcoupledunlike-spinsystem[21].

However in our caseof DNP, the magnetizationof 14N spins is
very small comparedwith that of 1H spins.In this case,the crossre-
laxationterm of the coupledequationgivesa negligiblecontribution
to the relaxationof proton magnetizationand the proton magnetiza-
tion can be approximatedby a single exponentialfunction as we
mentionedin Sect.(3.2). On the contrary, crossrelaxationeffect will
affect spin relaxationof 15N particularlyfor thecross-polarizationex-
periment.

The powerspectraJ(m)(x) of the fluctuatingrandompart (f (m)(t))
of the dipole coupling tensor (F (m)(t)) are defined by the Fourier
transformof the correlationfunctions,

gm �s� � h f �m� �s�� f �m� �tÿ s�i

J�m� �x� � Re

Z1
0

ds �eixs gm �s�� � 1

2

Z1
ÿ1

ds �eixs gm �s�� (A3)

where h� � �i meansthe thermalaveragingover an ensembleof spin
systemsand

f �m� �t� � F �m� �t� ÿ hF �m� �t�i : (A4)

The powerspectrasatisfythe relation

J�m� �x� � J�m� �x�� � J�ÿm� �ÿx� (A5)

which is provedfrom the symmetryrelationof the correlationfunc-
tions

gm �s� � gm �ÿs�� � gÿm �ÿs� : (A6)

The auto-correlationfunctionof F (m)(t) is

Gm �t� � hF �m� �0�F �m� �t��i : (A7)

In the caseof powderedcrystalsor liquids, simplification arises
from the spatialaveragingover all possibleorientationsof the crys-
tallographicaxesrelative to the applied magneticfield. The power
spectrawasprovento satisfy[22]

J�0� �x� � J�1� �x� � J�2� �x� ; (A8)

irrespectiveof the modesof motion responsiblefor the spin relaxa-
tion, althoughthe analyticalexpressionsof f (m)(t), and accordingly
gm(t), dependon the mode of motion modulating the dipole cou-
pling.

In the next step, a formulation is given of the auto-correlation
functions,Gm(t), and their Fouriertransform,powerspectraJ(m)(x),
for generalmodel of the motion. The centralobjectiveof this work
is to calculatethe correlationfunctionsGm(t) or the power spectra
J(m)(x) on an appropriatestochasticmodelfor the motion. In typical
crystals,atomsand moleculesvibrate or librate about the potential
minima of quasi-equilibriumpositionsor orientationsfor someperi-
od of time beforejumping to otherpositionor orientation.This jump
is assumedto be stochastic.Exceptfor thecoherentrotationaltunnel-
ing [32, 33], the spin relaxationdue to motionsof atomsand mole-
culeshasbeentreatedby stochasticmodel even for the phonon-as-
sistedproton tunneling in unequaldouble minimum potentialwells
[13]. It is noted that the jumps are assumedto be instantaneousso
that the atompositionandmolecularorientationarealwaysat oneof
the quasiequilibriumsites. The residencetime is much longer than
the time neededfor a jump from one site to another. This kind of
motion might be well describedas Markovian, characterizedby the
transitionprobabilitiesPjk (t). Pjk (t) expressesthe probability that a
given inter spin vectorwhich wasat a site j will be found at another
site k after the time t. Supposingthat the numberof possiblesitesis
finite and that the time-dependentrandom dipole coupling tensor
F (t) takes on anyoneof n discretevalues (F1, F2, � � � , Fn) corre-
spondingto the n differentsitesof the internuclearvector, the auto-
correlationfunction of F (t) in the thermodynamicequilibrium state
is written in termsof the transitionprobabilitiesPjk (t),

G �t� � hF �0�F �t��i �
X
j; k

P0
j Fj Pjk �t�Fk

� ; (A9)

where the initial distribution over the sites is describedby the
weights�P0

1;P
0
2; � � � ;P0

n� and sum is takenover all possiblepairsof
sites.The jumping of a internuclearvector from the site j to the site
k is describedby the transitionprobabilityPjk (t) which only depends
on the time interval t,

Pjk �t� �
X

m

Pjm �tÿ s� � Pmk �s� (A10)
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Assumingthat for small t (t≥0),

Pjj �t� � 1ÿ t=sj ;

Pjk �t� � pjk � t=sj �j 6� k� ; (A11)

the Chapman-Kolmogolovequationis rewrittenin the form of differ-
entialequation,

_Pjk �t� � ÿPjk �t�=sk �
X

m �6�k�
Pjm �t� pmk=sm ; (A12)

wheresj is the residencetime at the side j and pjk is the conditional
transitionprobability of the event that if a jump from site j occurs
during a small time interval t then it will takethe systemfrom site j
to k in a unit time satisfyingX
k �6�j�

pjk � 1 : (A13)

Defining the matrix P(t)=(Pjk (t)) andthe transitionmatrix D,

Djj � 1

sj
; Djk � ÿ pjk

sj
�j 6� k� ; (A14)

the differentialEq. (A12) is rewittenin a form of

_P�t� � ÿP�t�D : (A15)

We define a row vectorn0 � �P0
1;P

0
2; � � � ;P0

n� whereP0
i is the frac-

tional occupationat the site i underthermalequilibrium. The vector
n0 is a uniquesolutionof the equationthat

n0 D � 0 : (A16)

Defining the columnvectorg0,

g0 �

1
1
�
�
1

0BBBB@
1CCCCA ; (A17)

the normalizationof the equilibriumdistributionP0
j is expressedbyX

j

P0
j � n0 g0 � 1 (A18)

and

Dg0 � 0 : (A19)

A usual practicein defining the transitionmatrix D is to assumea
microscopicreversibilitybetweenthe sitesj andk,

P0
j Djk � P0

k Dkj ; (A20)

in other words, the Onsager’s reciprocalrelation for transitionprob-
abilitiesor the principleof detailedbalancebetweenthe two connect-
ing sites.This meansthat if we usethe matrix d connectedto D by
a similarity transformationV,

Vij � 1������
P0

i

q � dij

d � Vÿ1 DV or

dij �
������
P0

i

q
�Dij � 1������

P0
i

q ; (A21)

it servesin place of D, becaused is symmetricand has a set of
eigenvaluesidentical to that of the matrix D. It is easilyprovedthat
d is non-negative(positivesemi-definite)and the rank is (n–1). The
matrix d can be diagonalized into the eigen value matrix,
K (K1=0<K2<K3< � � �<Kn) by a unitary transformationU,

UK � dU : (A22)

Eqs.(A16) and(A19) areequivalentwith

dVÿ1 g0 � 0 (A23)

therefore

Ui1 �
������
P0

i

q
: (A24)

The formal solution of Eq. (A15) with initial condition
P(t=0)=E (unit matrix) is easilyfound to be

P�t� � eÿDt � V � U � eÿKt � ~U� � Vÿ1 (A25)

where ~U meansthe transposedmatrix of U. Thereforethe n-site
exchangeprocesscan be describedby a set of (n–1) eigen values
thoughsomemay be equivalentin somecases[18].

From Eq. (A9) the auto-correlationfunctionG(t) is now given by

G �t� � n0 FP �t�F� g0

� ~g0 Vÿ1 FUeÿKt ~U�F�Vÿ1 g0 ; (A26)

whereF meansthe diagonalmatrix with the elementsFij =Fi dij .
Eq. (A24) showsthat the contributionof the term with K1=0 to

the correlationfunction G(t) is given by the squaredensembleaver-
ageof the randomvariableF (t),

hF �t�i � n0 F g0 : (A27)

Thereforethe auto-correlationfunction of the fluctuatingpart of the
dipole coupling tensordefinedby Eq. (A4), which is responsiblefor
the spin relaxation,is given by

h f �0� f �t��i � hF �0�F �t��i ÿ jhF �t�ij2

�
X

k �6�1�
eÿKkt

X
i; j

������
P0

i

q ������
P0

j

q
Uik U jk

� Fi F j
� (A28)

In caseof powderedcrystals,the power spectrabecomeindepen-
dentof m (Eq. A8) after the spatialaveraging,

F
�m�
i F j

��m� � 2

15

1

r3i r
3
j

P2 �cos Xij� ; (A29)

whereP2(z)=(3z2–1)/2 is the LegendrepolynominalandXij desig-
natesthe mutualanglebetweenthe directionof the inter-nuclearvec-
tor at the site i andthat at the site j. The valuer i representsthe inter-
nucleardistanceat the site i. Defining the factor Al, which depends
on the geometryof the system,and the correlationtime scl of the
l-th “normal mode”of spin relaxationby

Al � 2

15

X
i; j

������
P0

i

q ������
P0

j

q
�
�X

k

0
Uik U jk

�
�
rÿ3

i rÿ3
j P2 �cos Xij� (A30)

where the summationover k is taken for the same eigen values
Kÿ1
l �l 6� 1; Kÿ1

l � 0�, and

scl � Kÿ1
l �l 6� 1� ; (A31)
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the spin relaxationrateis expressedby

Tÿ1
1 � C

X
l

Al � B �scl� (A32)

wherefor like-spin systemswith 1/2 spin C � 9
4 c

4 �h2 andB �sc� is
independentof the modes of atomic or molecular motion and is
definedby

B �sc� � j �kc;x� � 4 j �kc; 2x� ; (A33)

where

j �kc;x� � Re

Z1
0

eixt eÿt=sc dt � k2
c

k2
c � x2

; �kc � sÿ1
c � : (A34)

The particularnatureof molecularor atomicmotion is manifestedin
the factorAl andthe correlationtime scl.

It is worth noting that [22]

X
l

CAl � C h� f �0� �t��2i � 2

3
�Mrigid

2 ÿM12 � (A35)

whereMrigid
2 is the secondmomentof the resonanceline shape[34],

Mrigid
2 � 3

2
C h�F �0� �0��2i � C

5

X
i

P0
i

1

r6i
(A36)

which reducesto [35]

M12 �
3

2
C hF �0� �t�i2 � 1

5
C
X
i; j

P0
i P

0
j

1

r3i r
3
j

P2 �cos Xij� (A37)

in the presenceof motions fast enoughto satisfy sc��Mrigid
2 �ÿ1=2.

Here the dipolar coupled like-spin 1/2 systemis consideredfor a
simpleexampleand in this caseit holds thatC � 9

4 c
4 �h2. Eq. (A35)

is the sumrule providedin Ref. [22],

Mrigid
2 ÿM12 �

1

2 p

Z1
ÿ1

Tÿ1
l �x� dx ; (A38)

when the spin-lattice relaxation rate is expressedin the form of
Eq.(A32). Thereforethe propertyof the asymmetryof the potential
wells canbe obtainedfrom the secondmomentof the NMR absorp-
tion line.

For the dipolar coupledunlike spins I and S, the longitudinal re-
laxation is describedby a coupleddifferentialequationpertainingto
the respectivemagneticspecies[21],

d

dt
DIz � ÿTÿ1

1 �II� � DIz ÿ Tÿ1
1 �IS� � DSz

d

dt
DSz � ÿTÿ1

1 �SI� � DIz ÿ Tÿ1
1 �SS� � DSz (A39)

whereDIz � hIziÿI0 andDSz � hSziÿS0 are the deviationsof the
respectivemagnetizationsfrom the equilibrium values. Using the
powerspectrumdefinedin Eqs.(A3) and(A4) thespin latticerelaxa-
tion ratesaregiven by

Tÿ1
1 �II� � c2

I c
2
S �h2 S �S � 1� �J�0� �xI ÿ xS� � 3 J�1� �xI�

� 6 J�2� �xI � xS��
Tÿ1

1 �IS� � c2
I c

2
S �h2 I �I � 1� �ÿJ�0� �xI ÿ xS�

� 6 J�2� �xI � xS�� : (A40)

The expressionsfor Tÿ1
l �SS� and Tÿ1

l �SI� are obtainedby inter-
changingthe indices I and S of the aboveequations.In the caseof
powderedspecimens,Eq. (A40) is given in the formsof

Tÿ1
1 �II� � c2

I c
2
S �h2 S �S � 1�

X
l

Al B
�1�
II �scl�

Tÿ1
1 �IS� � c2

I c
2
S �h2 I �I � 1�

X
l

Al B
�1�
IS �scl� (A41)

whereAl is the geometryfactordefinedin Eq. (A30) and

B
�1�
II �sc� � j �kc;xI ÿ xS� � 3 j �kc; 2xI� � 6 j �kc;xI � xS�
B
�1�
IS �sc� � ÿj �kc;xI ÿ xS� � 6 j �kc;xI � xS� : (A42)

The powerspectrumj �kc;x� is given in Eq. (A34).
The formulationdescribedaboveis concernedwith the relaxation

due to the modulationof dipole coupling. Its generalizationto other
relaxation mechanismis straightforward.Spin relaxation rates are
given by the superpositionof the power spectraof the correlation
functionsappropriatelydefinedfor eachrelaxationmechanism[21].
The procedureof the calculationis exactly the sameas described
aboveand can be apply to the quadrupolecoupling,anisotropicnu-
clear magneticshielding (chemicalshift anisotropy),and spin-rota-
tion coupling. The detailsare given by Sodain his original manu-
script [36].

A.2 A Simple Example of Two-SiteExchangeProcessin Unequal
Potential Wells

The effects of asymmetryof the potentialdepthson the spin re-
laxation were pointed out in severalreports [14, 15, 37, 38]. The
formalism presentedaboveis quite generaland very useful for the
formulationof spin relaxationfor generalmulti-siteexchangeprocess
in asymmetricpotentialwells. Let us considerat first the simplecase
that a single proton pair is jumping betweenthe two orientationsor
siteswith asymmetricdoublewell potentialsuchas the formulation
of spin relaxationdue to proton transferin carboxylic acid dimers
[13, 19]. In this case,the two potentialminima are designatedby I
and II, wherethe minimum I is deeperandcorrespondsto the stable
conformation.The first stepof the derivationof spin relaxationfor-
mula is to constructthe transition matrix D in Eq. (A14) and the
equilibriumpopulationvectorn0 in Eqs.(A16) and(A18). Thoseare
given by

D �Wc
1 ÿ1
ÿa a

� �
(A43)

and

n0 � �P0
I ;P

0
II� �

1

1� a �a; 1� ; (A44)

where

a �WII!I

WI!II
� P0

I

P0
II

� eDE=kT (A45)

is the populationratio of the two sitesand Wc=WI?II designatesthe
inverseof the residencetime at the site I which is more stablesite.
The transitionmatrix D canbe transformedto symmetricmatrix d,

d � Vÿ1 DV ; (A46)

where
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V �
1=

������
P0

I

q
0

0 1=
�������
P0

II

q0@ 1A (A47)

andmatrix d may be diagonalizedby the matrix U,

U �
������
P0

I

q
ÿ

�������
P0

II

q
�������
P0

II

q ������
P0

I

q0@ 1A : (A48)

The matrix d hasnon-zeroeigenvalueof

K �WI!II �WII!I � �1� a�Wc � sÿ1
c : (A49)

From Eqs. (A30) through(A34), the spin-latticerelaxationrate due
to the motionbetweenunequalpotentialwells is given by

Tÿ1
l � mCAB �sc� (A50)

where

B �sc� � sc

1� x2 s2
c

� 4 sc

1� 4x2 s2
c

A � 2

15

a

�1� a�2 fr
ÿ6
I � rÿ6

II � �1ÿ 3 cos2 h� rÿ3
I rÿ3

II g

a � eDE=RT

sÿ1
c � �1� a� sÿ1

c 0 exp �ÿEa=kT� : (A51)

The value r i denotesthe distancebetweenthe two protonsin the i-th
configurationandh is the anglebetweenthe proton-protonvectorof
configurations I and II [19]. Arrhenius relation sÿ1

c � sÿ1
c 0 exp

�ÿEa=kT� wasassumedfor sÿ1
c . In the caseof phonon-assistedtun-

neling, sÿ1
c can be replaced by tunneling rate as Skinner and

Trommsdorff proposed[13]. The value m in Eq. (A50) designates
the fraction of protons directly relaxed among all of the protons
presentin the crystal,wherewe assumethat the spin temperatureis
valid. For the caseof rI = rII, the formulationof spin-latticerelaxation
rate describedby Eqs. (A50) and (A51) is exactly the sameas that
reportedby AndrewandLatanowicz[37].

A.3 Formulation of T1 of DNP for the Four-Site Exchange
in Unequal Potential Wells

For DNP we considerthe four-site exchangemodelschematically
shown in Fig. 7. In this casedirect exchangeprocessesbetweenII
and IV and betweenI and III areneglected.Two transitionrates(in-
verseof residencetime) arerepresentedby W1 andW2 for the transi-
tion from I to II (I to IV) and from II to III (IV to III), respectively.
The transitionrateswere approximatedby a sum of classicaljump
rate and the rate of phonon-assistedtunneling[13]. Fractionaloccu-
pationat site i is given by P0

i (i = I, II, III, andIV) andit holdsthat

P0
I � P0

II � P0
III � P0

IV � 1 : (A52)

We assumethatP0
II � P0

IV andthen

P0
I �

PQ

Q �P� 2� � 1
;

P0
II �

Q

Q �P� 2� � 1
;

P0
III �

1

Q �P� 2� � 1
; (A53)

where

P � P0
I

P0
II

� P0
I

P0
IV

� exp �D1=RT� ;

Q � P0
II

P0
III

� P
0
IV

P0
III

� exp �D2=RT� ;

PQ � P0
I

P0
III

� exp ��Dl �D2�=RT� : (A54)

The transitionmatrix D is given by

D �
2W1 ÿW1 0 ÿW1

ÿPW1 PW1 �W2 ÿW2 0
0 ÿQW2 2QW2 ÿQW2

ÿPW1 0 W2 PW1 �W2

0BB@
1CCA ; (A55)

and it holds that n0 D � 0, wheren0 � �P0
I ;P

0
II;P

0
III;P

0
IV� as shown

in Eq. (A16). The matrix D canbe transformedto the symmetricone
asdescribedin Eq. (A21) andwe obtain

d �
2W1 ÿW1

����
P
p

0 ÿW1

����
P
p

ÿW1

����
P
p

W1 P�W2 ÿW2

����
Q
p

0
0 ÿW2

����
Q
p

2W2 Q ÿW2

����
Q
p

ÿW1

����
P
p

0 ÿW2

����
Q
p

W1 P�W

0BB@
1CCA ; (A56)

which canbe diagonalizedby a unitary transformationU,

U �
����������������

PQ
PQ�2Q�1

q
0 2W1

���
P
p �uÿ2QW2�

A
2W1

���
P
p �vÿ2QW2�

B����������������
Q

PQ�2Q�1

q ��
1
2

q
ÿ �PW1�W2� uÿ2W1W2�PQ�1�

A ÿ �PW1�W2�vÿ2W1W2�PQ�1�
B����������������

1
PQ�2Q�1

q
0

2W2

���
Q
p

�uÿ2W1�
A

2W2

���
Q
p

�vÿ2W1�
B����������������

Q
PQ�2Q�1

q ��
1
2

q
ÿ �PW1�W2� uÿ2W1W2�PQ�1�

A ÿ �PW1�W2�vÿ2W1W2�PQ�1�
B

0BBBBBBB@

1CCCCCCCA
(A57)

where

u � f�P� 2�W1 � �2Q� 1�W2g � S
2

;

v � f�P� 2�W1 � �2Q� 1�W2g ÿ S
2

;

S �
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
f�P� 2�W1 � �2Q� 1�W2g2 ÿ 8W1W2�PQ� 2Q� 1�

q
;

A �
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�uÿ 2W1�2f�uÿ 2QW2�2�4W2

2Qg �f�uÿ 2W1�2� 4PW2
1 g�uÿ 2QW2�2

q
;

B �
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�vÿ 2W1�2f�vÿ 2QW2�2� 4W2

2Qg �f�vÿ 2W1�2� 4PW2
1 g�vÿ 2QW2�2

q
:

(A58)

Thena setof eigenvaluesKi is obtained,

K1 � 0 ;

K2 � PW1 �W2 ;

K3 � 1

2
f�P� 2�W1 � �2Q� 1�W2 � Sg ;

K4 � 1

2
f�P� 2�W1 � �2Q� 1�W2 ÿ Sg ; (A59)

and non-zeroeigenvaluescorrespondto the inverseof the correla-
tion times,
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sÿ1
1 � K2 � PW1 �W2 ;

sÿ1
2 � K3 � 1

2
f�P� 2�W1 � �2Q� 1�W2 � Sg ;

sÿ1
3 � K4 � 1

2
f�P� 2�W1 � �2Q� 1�W2 ÿ Sg : (A60)

The coefficient Al in Eq. (A30) can be exactly calculatedby using
Uij , Pi

0, andthe geometryof the DNP moleculedeterminedby X-ray
diffraction experiment.The analytical expressionof T1

–1 (II) repre-
sentedby Eq. (6) in Sect.(4.2) and by Eq. (A41) in this sectionis
complicatedandthe coefficientsAl werecalculatednumericallyfrom
Eq. (A30).
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